SOLUTION BRIEF

Deliver More Predictable and
Strategic Outcomes Than Ever Before
An effective Project and Portfolio Management
(PPM) Solution will give you visibility into which
initiatives to prioritize to help you reach your
business objectives (e.g. generate the most
revenue or deliver the biggest cost savings)—
before you start allocating resources to them.
Once efforts are underway, you can keep
tabs on which projects are meeting those
promised revenue streams, savings and other
objectives. And with this powerful insight, you
can continually drive results and react quickly
to changing business needs.
Cherwell, a global leader in Enterprise Service
Management (ESM), and Planview, a global
market leader in Portfolio Management
and Work Management solutions, have
partnered to bring you the most effective
PPM solution available today. Together,
Cherwell and Planview equip you to deliver
more predictable and strategic outcomes
than ever before, even as the world continues
to become more unpredictable.
Our integration makes project and portfolio management seamless and scalable across
the organization. Drive more business results, get a centralized view of the enterprise, break down
silos and provide a better employee experience. These are just a few of the benefits of merging a
no-code ESM platform with a sophisticated and robust PPM solution.
The Planview Task Integration mApp Solution uses the Planview API to integrate Tasks into
Cherwell Service Management (CSM). The mApp Solution contains recommended best practices
for syncing data between CSM and Planview PPM Pro. Technicians can see and work on all IT Tasks
alongside any Project-related Tasks.
Read on to learn more about the capabilities of Planview PPM.
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The right PPM solution can significantly improve your
business outcomes. Finding the one that fits your
organization best depends on its size, level of maturity,
the kinds of projects executed, the number of projects
delivered and other factors. Keep reading to see how
Planview’s PPM Pro solution fits your organizational goals.

Planview Project and Portfolio Management
Portfolio Management
Demand Management
Project Management
Resource Managment
Capacity Planning
Program Management
Timesheets
Financial Management
Project Portfolio Analytics and Reporting
Idea Management
Roadmapping
Gantt Charts
KPIs
What-If Scenario Planning
Kanban Board
Predictive Porfolio Analysis

Want to learn more? Set up your personalized consultation here: https://pages.cherwell.com/ppmdemo.html
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